Defective Fuel Rod Treatment
for Interim and Long-Term Dry Storage

A reliable, economic and flexible encapsulation technology for safe enclosure of defective fuel rods

Challenge
Defective spent fuel management is becoming a major challenge for nuclear power plant (NPP) operators. When a NPP approaches the end of its operating lifetime, the owner wants to relocate the fuel to long-term solutions. Removal and storage of fuel is routine for fuel assemblies with sound fuel rods. For those with defective fuel rods, however, special handling and remediation are required.

Solution
We provide a technology to safely enclose defective fuel rods for dry storage. Single rod encapsulation and associated capsule canister designs allow flexibility for further handling. The methodology is based on our comprehensive and long-standing experience in field services for irradiated fuel assemblies and fuel rods.

The single rod encapsulation is performed on site in the spent fuel pool. The following major operations are executed:

Preparation work
• Defective rods have been extracted out of fuel assemblies before encapsulation
• Insertion of the defective fuel rod in the fuel rod capsule

Single rod encapsulation
• Drying the defective fuel rod inside the capsule by inert hot gas
• Gas-tight closure of the fuel rod capsule by welding
• Non-destructive testing of the capsule weld seams by visual test and ultrasonic test
• Transfer of the fuel rod capsule into the capsule canister

Subsequent work
• Transfer of the loaded capsule canister to the transport and storage cask
• Shipment of the loaded transport and storage cask to the dry interim storage facility

Customer benefits
• Encapsulation provides a solution for defective fuel (fuel-free plant) as precondition before starting dismantling and decommissioning activities
• Significant economic advantages as capsule canisters can be loaded along with fuel assemblies within one transport or storage cask
• Health and ALARA requirements are met without extra shielding
• Technology is independent of type of cask
• Flexibility in further handling due to encapsulation of single rods
• Advantages for transport and storage cask licensing based on easy comprehensible technology
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Fuel rod capsules

- Design is applicable to all kinds of defective fuel rods in terms of damage classification
- Radioactive material dispersion is limited to the inventory of a single fuel rod
- Material properties of the capsule are in alignment with the safety requirements for transport and interim storage
- Remaining moisture of one capsule is physically verifiable
- The permitted residual water content of a capsule meets the cask requirements

Capsule canisters

- Design, loads and handling conditions are similar to pressurized water reactor (PWR) / boiling water reactor (BWR) fuel assemblies
- Flexible arrangement of fuel rod capsules within the capsule canister up to the maximum loading capacity
- Compatible with transport and storage cask for dry interim storage
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First application has been successfully performed in a European nuclear plant beginning of 2018.